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Sustainability Plan Annual Report
Introduction
One year after we adopted our first comprehensive and institutionally
supported Sustainability
Plan, Macalester College continues its commitment to addressing climate
change by taking
responsibility for our institution's carbon footprint, rapidly reducing
it, and becoming carbon
neutral by 2025, and Zero Waste by 2020.
Our Sustainability Plan outlines specific, measurable, and tangible
goals for sustainability that will
touch every part of the institution and organizes specific tactics under
three broad c
ategories:
Leadership
: demonstrating and encouraging innovation and action
Operations
: designing, implementing and improving processes
Education
: changing behavior and raising awareness on campus and in the community.
This annual report describes the prog
ress we have made toward our sustainability goals and
provides a summary of actions taken in each goal area, along with
supporting metrics.
Overall,
we
have significantly reduced our waste through our food waste to pig feed
program. O
ur greenhouse
gas em
issions appear not to have changed significantly over last year, but
significant progress has
occurred in the areas of planning and incorporating sustainability into
campus operations and
student life.
For example, t
he 2010 Environmental Studies senior se
minar researched projects to
get us to Zero Waste and developed a new baseline waste audit.
Facilities Services contracted with
an energy engineer to recommission all of the main campus buildings for
energy efficiency.
In the year ahead, we will continue
work on an ambitious Landscaping Master Plan that will guide
the college in how to include low maintenance, sustainable landscaping
on campus. It is our goal to
complete this plan by June 2011. In addition, we will explore more ways
we can incorporate
sus
tainability into our academics and pedagogy.
The Sustainability Advisory Committee will continue to oversee the
progress of implementing the
2009 Sustainability Plan throughout the 2010
-
2011 school year. Comments on Macalester’s
Sustainability Plan or thi
s Annual Report may be directed to the Sustainability Office at
sustainability@macalester.edu
.
<mailto:sustainability@macalester.edu>
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Leadership
Guiding Theme:
Demonstrating Leadership by Encouraging Innovation and Action
to Foster Sustainab
le Communities
Macalester College is committed to acting as a leader in creating an
optimal educational experience,
demonstrating sustainable business practices, and fostering sustainable
communities.
We plan to
do this by reducing our greenhouse gas emis
sions and
advancing campus sustainability efforts.
Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction
As part of this leadership, the college is committed to achieving
climate neutrality by 2025. Our
strategy is to invest in energy efficiency first, then pursue on
-
site renewable energy, then pursue
off
-
site renewable energy or purchase renewable energy cr
edits and carbon offsets. In 2009
-
2010,
Macalester expanded upon our strong energy efficiency programs led by
Facility Services (see
Operations, Energy Efficiency) and is working closely with Xcel Energy
toward
the
recommissioning
of the college’s main campus buildings.
The college’s greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions changed only slightly in 2008
-
2009 (Fig. 1). This is
likely due to data quality and data collection methods, particularly in
airline travel. We expect our
significant
efforts in energy efficiency to result in GHG emission reductions in
future years.
Figure 1: Campus Greenhouse Gas Emissions over Time
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